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Your goal is to deepen adolescents’ relationship with Jesus Christ through a meaningful prayer guide on 
the Stations of the Cross using a correct understanding of Jesus’ saving love manifested by his passion, 
death and resurrection. 

Knowing that you have a deeper understanding of the Passion, Death and Resurrection of Jesus Christ, 
the Jesuit Communications Foundation invited you to help make a meaningful prayer/meditation guide 
for an Alternative Stations of the Cross for Teens.

Your target audience is High School-aged adolescents, many of whom 
struggle to find time to pray and meditate especially due to the busy-ness of 
their lives from school, family, friends and other distractions. These 
adolescents also find it difficult to relate with traditional devotionals such 
as the Stations of the Cross, thus, the need for a more relevant and 
meaningful prayer experience.

The Jesuit Communications Foundation (JesCom) seeks to promote a culture of prayer among the youth 
of today. They want to provide adolescents with access to materials that will help them develop and 
deepen their relationship with God, using all the media possible. 

JesCom wants to begin by making traditional prayers and devotions much more meaningful for the teens. 
One of these devotions is the Stations of the Cross. According to Alston (1912), the Stations of the Cross 
are a set of pictures or tableaux representing certain scenes in the Paschal Mystery of Jesus Christ. This set 
is also a popular devotion among Christians, wherein they can make a spiritual pilgrimage through the 
scenes in the suffering, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. As we follow in Jesus’ passion and 
resurrection, we hope to see ourselves mirrored in him (Hoagland, 2002). 

The director of the JesCom believes that the Stations of the Cross is a beautiful way of entering into the 
Mystery of Christ’s Passion, Death and Resurrection. However, this devotional does not appeal much for 
the teens of today. This is the reason they launched: “Jesus Saves Me: An Alternative Stations of the Cross 
for Teens”. Your section was invited by JesCom to help them in creating this fresh take on the Stations of 
the Cross. Although this project is a more relevant take on the devotional, JesCom hopes that the essence 
of the Mystery will remain for them to appreciate and meditate on.

References:
• Alston, G.C. (1912). Way of the Cross. In The Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company. Retrieved September 

18, 2012 from New Advent: http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/15569a.htm
• Hoagland, V. (2002). The Stations of the Cross and Other Devotions to the Passion. Retrieved September 18, 2012 from: http://

www.cptryon.org/prayer/xstations/index.html.

Jesus Saves Me
An Alternative Stations of the Cross for Teens

Mechanics
Jesuit Communications you to come up with the content for an Alternative Stations of the Cross. Although this 
alternative is much shorter, JesCom wants it to be as meaningful as the 14 Stations. In triads, you are to make a 
prayer guide pamphlet for this Alternative Stations. Hopefully, through this effort, you will be able to help 
adolescents find meaning in reflecting and praying on the Mysteries of Christ’s Passion, Death and Resurrection. 

The Alternative Stations of the Cross will only have three stations: (1) The Suffering of Jesus, (2) The Crucifixion 
and Death of Jesus, and (3) The Resurrection of Jesus. Through the prayer guide pamphlet, you are going to 
provide the content for prayer and reflection as the participant moves from one station to another. To make the 
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prayer and reflection really meaningful for teens, the content you will provide should contain your understanding 
of the Paschal Mystery and your experiences as an adolescent. JesCom already provided the basic framework of the 
Alternative Stations of the Cross. You are just going to supply the content. The best prayer guides will be used and 
published to be distributed to parishes nationwide.

PRESCRIBED FRAMEWORK

INTRODUCTION Provide an introduction for the users of this pamphlet. This is to be done by the entire group. Here are 
guide questions to help:

• What is this all about? What is this for? 
• Why do people need to read this? 
• How can I use this prayer guide? 
• What events in Christ’s life am I going to go through? 
• Why do I need to pray and reflect on the Mysteries in this Alternative Stations of the Cross?

STATION OUTLINE Each station should follow the prescribed outline. Each member of the triad is responsible for one 
station. Here is the prescribed outline with guidelines:

Begin station with - 
We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you.
Because by your holy cross and resurrection, you have redeemed the world.

Consider
• I consider any material that can help your fellow teens to pray and reflect on this station. 
• In this part, you can use any relevant material: a poem, a song, a quote, a picture, etc.
• Invite the reader of the pamphlet to consider your material (through guide questions or reflection points) 

and explain how it is important for reflecting on this station.

Contemplate
• I contemplate on the Word of God.
• In this part, provide one Gospel passage that speak of this station.
• Invite the reader to reflect on this passage (through guide questions and reflection points) using your 

knowledge and understanding of the saving love of Jesus in the Paschal Mystery.

Connect
• I connect the Paschal Mystery to teenage life.
• In this part, connect the message of what you placed in previous two parts (Consider & Contemplate) to 

actual experiences of young people like you these days.
• Invite the reader to relate the message of your materials for reflection and your understanding of the 

Paschal Mystery (Unit 3) as a whole to the lives of your fellow adolescents. You may use reflection 
questions, guided meditation, or points for consideration.

Challenge
• I discern the challenge of Jesus for this station.
• In this part, identify how this station invites you to live out the message of the 

Paschal Mystery in your own context as teenagers.
• Share this challenge to the readers by posing the same challenge to them.

Converse
• I converse with Jesus.
• In this part, summarize all your main ideas through a brief closing prayer. 
• Invite the readers to speak to Jesus Christ, whose Paschal Mystery we reflect 

on. 

End with -
The Lord’s Prayer

How should the layout be?
For the layout of the pamphlet, it should be printed on a short bond paper (back-to-back), landscape orientation 
and folded in the middle. See the illustration for a sample of how the paper should look like.  

Generally, you are given a free hand on the number of pages and how the finished layout would look like, as long as 
(1) the content outline and the (2) page size and orientation are followed.

Additional Reminders
• When you are going to use articles, images and pictures, make sure to cite your sources properly.
• Do not forget to put your names, year and section. You may place them at the last page of the pamphlet 

together with the acknowledgments and sources.

j e s u s  s a v e s  m e
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A+
EXCEPTIONAL

A
advanced

B+
highly proficient

B
Adequately 
proficient

UNDERSTANDING ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 60%
CHOICE OF MATERIALS ………………………………………………………………………………………………..…… 40%

RUBRICS UNDERSTANDING CHOICE OF MATERIALS

‣ all the main ideas and messages are correct and very accurate
‣ the understanding, as seen in the content, has gone beyond what was 
taught and has shown evidence of  effective integration of  current ideas to 
past lessons 

‣ the output shows evidence of  new insights into the subject matter
‣ the output shows an in-depth exploration and discussion of  all essential 
understandings and questions of  the unit

‣ the materials and ideas used in formulating the prayer guide 
form an exceptionally unified whole in presenting the main 
message

‣ all the materials used enhance the theme and message of  the 
prayer guide

‣ all the materials and ideas used are very much appropriate and 
relevant to the audience of  the output

‣ each part of  the prayer guide is presented logically and 
smoothly, thus, contributing to the enhancement of  the overall 
message

‣ the main ideas and messages are generally correct and accurate
‣ the understanding, as seen in the content, was grounded on lessons 
taken up in class

‣ the output shows an attempt to develop new insights into the subject 
matter

‣ the output shows a substantial exploration and discussion of  essential 
understandings and questions of  the unit; one or two minor lapses are 
present but they do not have any significant effect on the content of  the 
output

‣ the materials and ideas used in formulating the prayer guide are 
generally unified to present the main message

‣ many of  the materials used enhance the theme and message of  
the prayer guide

‣ the materials and ideas used are appropriate and relevant to the 
audience of  the output

‣ generally, the output is presented logically and smoothly, thus, 
contributing to the overall message

‣ majority of  the main ideas and messages are accurate
‣ the understanding, as seen in majority of  the content, was generally 
grounded on lessons taken up in class

‣ the output, though correct and accurate, merely repeats ideas from the 
lessons discussed in class

‣ the output shows exploration and discussion of  essential understandings 
and questions of  the unit; lapses are evident in the output but they are 
negligible

‣ the number of  main ideas that are accurate is the same as the number of  
those that are inaccurate

‣ the understanding, as seen in some parts of  the content, was generally 
grounded on lessons taken up in class

‣ the output attempts to re-state key ideas from the lesson in class with 
some minor lapses evident

‣ the output shows adequate exploration and discussion of  essential 
understandings and questions of  the unit; the lapses significantly affect 
the message of  the output

‣ some ideas are accurate while majority are inaccurate
‣ only a few parts of  the content are grounded on the lessons taken up, 
thus, making understanding only somewhat evident

‣ the output attempts to re-state key ideas from the lessons taken up in 
class with one to two major lapses or many minor lapses evident

‣ the output shows an acceptable exploration and discussion of  essential 
understandings and questions of  the unit; lapses are evident in the output 
which make the product somewhat lacking

‣ only one of  the main ideas are accurate or all the main ideas are 
somewhat accurate

‣ the content’s grounding on lessons taken up in class is quite limited; 
therefore, understanding of  the unit seems limited

‣ the output’s attempt to re-state key ideas are limited and faulty 
‣ the output shows limited exploration and discussion of  essential 
understandings and questions of  the unit; lapses make the content 
difficult to understand

‣ the main ideas are inaccurate; many are incorrect
‣ the content’s grounding on the lessons is hardly or not evident; thus, 
showing a lack of  understanding of  the unit

‣ the output fails to re-state key ideas of  the lesson
‣ the output does not show an exploration and discussion of  essential 
understandings and questions of  the unit

‣ the materials and ideas used in formulating the prayer guide 
clearly illustrate the main message although connections are a 
little loose in one or two areas

‣ most of  the materials used show the theme and message of  the 
prayer guide somewhat clearly

‣ most materials and ideas used are appropriate and relevant to 
the audience of  the output

‣ generally, the output is presented logically and smoothly; with 
minor lapses that do not affect the presentation of  the output

‣ the materials and ideas used in formulating the prayer guide do 
not show unity but are still able to deliver the main message

‣ some materials used show the theme and message of  the prayer 
guide somewhat clearly

‣ some materials and ideas used are appropriate and relevant to 
the audience of  the output

‣ the output is presented somewhat logically and smoothly; it 
needs minor tweaking to make the content easier to understand

C
basic

‣ only some of  the materials and ideas used in formulating the 
prayer guide are able to work well together to deliver the main 
message

‣ some materials used show the theme and message of  the prayer 
guide while some are not necessary

‣ few of  the materials and ideas used are appropriate and relevant 
to the audience of  the output

‣ the output is presented logically but do not flow smoothly

‣ majority of  the materials and ideas used in formulating the 
prayer guide do not work well together but were somewhat able 
to deliver the main message

‣ the materials used made the theme and message of  the prayer 
guide somewhat difficult to understand

‣ the materials and ideas used need explaining to show 
appropriateness and relevance to the audience of  the output

‣ the output needs a lot of  adjusting to be able to flow logically 
and smoothly

D
needs help

F
unsatisfactory

‣ the materials and ideas used are not related and are not able to 
present the main message

‣ the materials used made the theme and message of  the prayer 
guide very difficult to understand

‣ the materials and ideas used are irrelevant and inappropriate to 
the audience of  the output

‣ the output do not flow smoothly and logically


